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We present a new scheme for controlling the quantum state of a harmonic oscillator by coupling it
to an anharmonic multilevel system (MLS) with first to second excited state transition frequency on-
resonance with the oscillator. In this scheme that we call ’ef-resonant’, the spurious oscillator Kerr
non-linearity inherited from the MLS is very small, while its Fock states can still be selectively
addressed via an MLS transition at a frequency that depends on the number of photons. We
implement this concept in a circuit-QED setup with a microwave 3D cavity (the oscillator, with
frequency 6.4GHz and quality factor QO = 2×106) embedding a frequency tunable transmon qubit
(the MLS). We characterize the system spectroscopically and demonstrate selective addressing of
Fock states and a Kerr non-linearity below 350Hz. At times much longer than the transmon
coherence times, a non-linear cavity response with driving power is also observed and explained.

The harmonic oscillator being an exactly solvable sys-
tem with a single degree of freedom, is often taken as
a model system in many areas of physics. In particu-
lar, for demonstrating coherent control of simple quan-
tum systems, physicists have used cold electromagnetic
resonators in the quantum regime, with their quantum
states controlled by a single atom, be it a real one in
cavity-QED [1] or an artificial one in circuit-QED [2, 3].
For instance, the preparation of a single photon Fock
state by passing an atom through a cavity [4], or of
an arbitrary quantum state using the Law and Eberly
protocol [5–7] in circuit-QED, are landmark results. In
circuit-QED relevant to this work, the resonator has a
frequency νO in the microwave domain, and the artifi-
cial atom is a superconducting quantum bit that can be
regarded as an ancillary multilevel system (MLS) with
states |g〉,|e〉,|f〉,|h〉. . . possibly tunable in energy. The
MLS can be used resonantly [6, 7], or off-resonantly [8]
when its coupling to the resonator is sufficiently strong
to split the transition frequency νge into different lines at
frequencies νn that depend on the photon number n [9].
In this so-called “photon number split” regime, any par-
ticular Fock state |n〉 is addressed at frequency νn, and
symmetrically, the resonator can be driven coherently at
a frequency νO,|x〉 that depends on the MLS state |x〉.
This allows for both manipulating and measuring the os-
cillator field in various ways, for instance by MLS-state
conditional cavity phase shift [10], photon-number selec-
tive phase gates [11] that could lead to universal control
of the oscillator field [12], or by Wigner and quantum
state tomography of the field [13, 14].

This off-resonant method has been demonstrated with
transmon qubits [15] coupled dispersively to the res-
onator, i.e. with detunings |∆xy = νxy − νO| between
any νxy transition of the transmon and νO much larger
than the coupling frequency gxy between this transition

and the cavity field. In this dispersive regime, the fre-
quencies νn = νge + nχ are equidistant and separated
by the so-called dispersive shift χ ' 2αε2 [15], with
α = νef − νge the transmon anharmonicity, ε = gO/∆,
gO ≡ gge the transmon-oscillator coupling, and ∆ =
νge − νO their detuning. A drawback of this scheme is
to transfer part of the transmon MLS anharmonicity to
the oscillator [16, 17], which can drastically perturb its
coherent dynamics [14, 18, 19] and necessitate careful de-
sign [16] and correction protocols [11]. This non-linearity
[14, 15, 17] results in a shift of the oscillator frequency
νO (or Kerr non-linearity) of about K = αε4 per pho-
ton. K scaling as χ2/α cannot be minimized (at fixed
α) without losing the selectivity between Fock states. In
this work, we propose a different transmon-oscillator cou-
pling scheme (see Fig.1) that yields a much smaller Kerr
non-linearity for the same Fock state selectivity. The idea
consists in having the ef transition resonant with νO, i.e.
∆ = −α, to displace significantly the qubit excited levels
even at small coupling gO, while at the same time staying
in the dispersive regime for the first transition νge to get
a small non-linearity. We explain in details in the next
section this ’ef-resonant’ condition when the MLS is a
slightly anharmonic three level system, for which analytic
results can be obtained. Then, we describe in section II
our implementation of the proposal, and characterize it
experimentally in section III.

I. THE ’EF-RESONANT’ COUPLING SCHEME
FOR A HARMONIC OSCILLATOR

To explain the interest of our coupling scheme in the
simplest way, we first consider the case of a harmonic os-
cillator (O) with frequency νO and annihilation operator
a, coupled to a three-level system (3LS) with eigenstates
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{|g〉 , |e〉 , |f〉} and lowering operator aq. We also assume
a weak anharmonicity α = νef − νge � νge, such that
aq can be approximated by the annihilation operator of
a harmonic oscillator restricted to three levels. The two
subsystems obey the resonant condition νef = νO (detun-
ing ∆ = νge− νO = −α ) and are subject to an exchange
interaction with coupling frequency gO � α, yielding the

Hamiltonian

H = HO +H3LS +Hcoupling,
HO = hνOa

†a,
H3LS = h

(
νOa

†
qaq − α |e〉 〈e| − α |f〉 〈f |

)
,

Hcoupling = hgO
(
a†aq + aa†q

)
.

(1)

This coupling makes the Hamiltonian matrix block-
diagonal in the basis |xn〉 ≡ |x〉 ⊗ |n〉 (x = g, e, f ),
with subsequent blocks of size 1, 2, 3, 3, 3... Using the
reduced coupling ε = −gO/α, these blocks write

[0]|g0〉 , h

(
νOI2 − α

[
0 ε
ε 1

])
|g1〉,|e0〉

, h

nνOI3 − α
 0

√
nε 0√

nε 1
√

2 (n− 1)ε

0
√

2 (n− 1)ε 1


Bn

, (2)

with Ik the identity matrix of dimension k and Bn =
{|gn〉 , |e (n− 1)〉 , |f (n− 2)〉} the basis for n ≥ 2. The
diagonalization of each block yields analytical eigenener-
gies and vectors, which for n ≥ 2 are functions of the
three real solutions of the cubic equation x3 − 2x2 +[
1 + 2ε2 − 3nε2

]
x + nε2 = 0. To shed light on the

physics, we expand these analytical quantities in the
small parameter ε. As shown in Fig. 1, the levels form
three distinct energy ladders{|g̃n〉}, {|−n〉} and {|+n〉}:
The ladder{|g̃n〉}n≥0 corresponds to the almost unper-
turbed oscillator when the 3LS is left in its ground state.
With eigenenergies and eigenvectors

E(|g̃n〉) = nh [ν̃O + (n− 1)K/2] + o(ε5)

|g̃n〉 =
[
1− nε2/2,−

√
nε,
√

2n (n− 1)ε2
]
Bn

+ o(ε3)
, (3)

this effective oscillator Õ has a shifted frequency ν̃O =
νO + α

(
ε2 − ε4

)
, and a small Kerr non-linearity K =

2αε4 inherited from the 3LS. The two other ladders

{|±n〉} (extended down to n = 0 by |+0〉 ≡ |−0〉 ≡
∣∣∣g̃0
〉

and |+1〉 ≡ |−1〉 ≡
∣∣∣ẽ0〉) have energies and eigenvectors

{E(|±n〉)} = {0, h
[
νO − α

(
1 + ε2

)
+ o(ε3)

]
, ..., h

[
nνO − α

(
1±

√
2 (n− 1)ε+ nε2/2 + o(ε3)

)]
}

{|±n〉} = |g0〉 ,
[

ε

1− ε2

2

]
, ...,


ε
√

n
2 ±

√
n
n−1

7n−8
8 ε2

1√
2
± n

8
√
n−1ε+ (33n−32)n

64
√
2(n−1)ε

2

± 1√
2
− n

8
√
n−1ε+ n2

64
√
2(n−1)ε

2


Bn

+ o(ε3)
. (4)

For n ≥ 2 the zeroth-order approximation in ε of
these eigenvectors are simply the symmetric and anti-
symmetric superposition of |e (n− 1)〉 and |f (n− 2)〉. A
particular “Fock state” |g̃n〉 of Õ is selectively manipula-
ble by addressing the |g̃n〉 → |± (n+ 1)〉 transitions to
the hybridized oscillator-transmon states, at frequencies
ν±n = νge±

√
2ngO + (3n+ 1)gOε/2 +o(ε2) (with a Rabi

frequency about
√

2 slower for all n > 0 than for the
pure |g〉 → |e〉 transition). Note that these frequencies

ν±n do not vary linearly with n as in the usual dispersive
case, but as

√
n. Selective addressing of |g̃n〉 requires

the separation ∆ν±n = ν±(n+1) − ν±n to be larger than
the transition linewidth. A second condition is that the
driving strength of the ν±n transition is low enough to
avoid driving off-resonantly the neighboring transitions
at ν±(n+1).

It is now interesting to compare the Kerr non-linearity
K = 2α (gO/∆)

4 obtained here with the value K ′ =
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Figure 1. ’MLS ef-resonant’ scheme for manipulating
Fock states |n〉 of a quantum harmonic oscillator. Left:
the oscillator with angular frequency νO is coupled with a
coupling frequency gO to a multilevel system (MLS) with
eigenstates{|g〉 , |e〉 , |f〉 , ...}, the |e〉 ↔ |f〉 transition of which
is resonant with νO, whereas the |g〉 ↔ |e〉 transition is de-
tuned by α. Right: The resulting energy diagram consists
of a quasi-harmonic ladder {|g̃n〉} when the 3LS is left un-
excited, and of two anharmonic ladders of levels |±n〉 that
correspond approximately to symmetric and anti-symmetric
superpositions of |e (n− 1)〉 and |f (n− 2)〉 states for n ≥ 2.
The |g̃n〉 ↔ |± (n+ 1)〉 transitions can be driven at different
frequencies νge ±

√
2 (n− 1)gO to manipulate selectively any

|g̃n〉.

2∆
′
(
g

′

O/∆
′
)4

that would be obtained for a two-level

system or the value K” = α”
(
g”O/∆

”
)4 obtained in per-

turbation for a transmon in the far dispersive regime
g”O, α

” � ∆” [17], keeping the same separation S =√
2gO = 2α”

(
g”O/∆

”
)2 between the first two Fock state

dependent excitation frequencies. With respect to the far
dispersive case, the new non-linearity is thus reduced by
a factor K ′′/K =

(
α/α

′′
)

(α/S)
2
/2 that can be made

large easily. This reduction factor, which reaches several
hundreds (at fixed transmon anharmonicity α = α”) in
our implementation of section II, is what makes our ’ef-
resonant’ scheme interesting. What we show here with a
simple ef-resonant 3-LS is that getting out of the pertur-
bation regime α” � ∆” reduces drastically the Kerr non-
linearity. However considering only three levels makes
the argumentation only qualitative for a transmon at
large number of photons in the oscillator, and a quan-
titative evaluation requires taking into account at least
the fourth transmon level as we do in section III.

II. EXPERIMENTAL IMPLEMENTATION

We implement the proposed ’ef-resonant’ scheme in
a three-dimensional circuit-QED setup [20] combining a
cavity with input (1) and output (2) ports and a tun-
able transmon qubit [15] (see Fig. 2a-b). To be super-
conducting at low temperature and have a high internal
quality factor, the cavity is made of two blocks of pure
aluminum, which are milled, pierced, polished, and chem-
ically etched over about 20 µm. The transmon is fabri-
cated on sapphire by double-angle evaporation of Al and
oxidation, through a suspended shadow mask made by e-
beam lithography. It has two pads connected by a 2.6mm
long wire including a magnetic flux tunable Josephson
junction with a SQUID geometry located 50µm above
the bottom pad. This enables tuning the transmon en-
ergy spectrum and reaching the ’ef resonant’ condition.
The transmon is only partly inserted in the cavity so that
the SQUID remains about 0.1mm outside, in the applied
external magnetic field. More precisely, the bottom part
of the transmon with the SQUID is held and protected
by a copper block, the other side being inserted in the
cavity through a slit in the bottom wall. The two halves
of the cavity are then pressed one against the other with
an indium seal in-between.

In our design the TE120 cavity mode is used as the
quantum oscillator O at frequency νO ∼ 6.4 GHz whereas
mode TE210 at frequency νR ∼ 7.3 GHz is used for read-
ing the quantum state of the transmon dispersively [2, 3].
The transmon and the ports are thus placed very close to
a node of mode O so that the corresponding coupled qual-
ity factor QO is dominated by the internal losses, and the
transmon-oscillator coupling gO is about 10MHz. They
are also placed at an antinode of mode R to get a strong
transmon-readout coupling gR ∼ 150 MHz and thus a
large enough dispersive shift χR ∼ 10 MHz, and a low
coupled quality factor QR ∼ 15× 103 allowing fast read-
out of the transmon. The exact positions as well as the
precise transmon geometry are determined using the CST
3D microwave simulator and methods adapted from [17].
Attention is paid to keep the transmon’s charging en-
ergy (one electron) below 300 MHz× h in order to avoid
variations of the level f energy due to charge parity fluc-
tuations [21]. For better measurement efficiency, output
port 2 is about 6 times more strongly coupled to each
mode than input port 1.

The equivalent circuit of the system is shown in Fig. 2c.
The transmon-cavity system is mounted inside a coil
placed in a mu-metal shield, and is attached to the cold
plate of a cryofree dilution refrigerator with base tem-
perature 35mK. It is connected to the electrical setup
of Fig. 2d, which includes a home made quantum lim-
ited Josephson parametric amplifier (JPA) similar to
[22]. Simple continuous microwave measurements at a
single frequency are done with a vectorial network ana-
lyzer (VNA), whereas pulsed measurements involving νO,
νR, and one or two transmon frequencies use heterodyne
modulation and homodyne demodulation as described in
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Figure 2. Circuit-QED implementation of the ’ef-resonant’
scheme. (a) The harmonic oscillator O is the mode 120 of a
superconducting Al cavity and the MLS is a tunable trans-
mon qubit with a SQUID. The transmon chip is inserted only
partly in the cavity, the SQUID being exposed to a dc mag-
netic field

−→
B . The transmon is weakly coupled to O and

strongly to the cavity mode 210 used for dispersive readout
of the transmon state. The two modes have quality factors
QO = 2 × 106 and QR = 15 × 103. (b): Picture of one half-
cavity with chip and Cu cap. (c) Equivalent electric circuit
of the system with relevant frequencies fR,O, quality factors
QR,O, and coupling frequencies gR,O. O is driven coherently
and resonantly through port 1 (purple pulse). Fock state
|gn〉 are manipulated by driving the |g̃n〉 → |+n〉 transition
(red pulse). A projective measurement on Fock state |g̃n〉
is obtained by a π pulse at ν+n followed by a readout pulse
(in blue). (d) Electrical setup at room temperature (300K)
and inside the dilution refrigerator: Cavity resonances are
measured with continuous waves using a vectorial network
analyzer (VNA) whereas pulsed experiments use heterodyne
modulation and demodulation. Microwave pulses at the cav-
ity (qubit) frequencies νO,R (ν+n) are obtained by single side-
band mixing of a continuous microwave (LO) with an interme-
diate frequency modulated pulse generated by two channels
of an arbitrary waveform generator (AWG). All pulses travel
along an attenuated and filtered line to cavity port 1. The
readout signal transmitted at port 2 is filtered, isolated from
backward propagating noise, amplified with a parametric am-
plifier (JPA) in reflection, a high electron mobility transistor
(HEMT), and room temperature amplifiers, then demodu-
lated to produce two quadratures, which are finally filtered,
amplified and digitized (ADC).

Fig. 2d.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Spectroscopic characterization

Once at 35mK, the system is first characterized with
the VNA as a function of the current in the coil (see Fig.
3a-b). The lowest transition frequencies of the hybridized
readout mode-transmon system yields two peaks at fre-
quencies (red points) that are periodic in flux Φ, one
period corresponding to one flux quantum Φ0 = h/2e.
Away from the avoided crossing, these peaks tend to νR
and νge. At Φ ' 0.5Φ0, modes R and O are unperturbed
and one gets their frequencies (central peaks of panels
b-top and b-bottom) as well as the total quality factor
QO = 2.2 × 106 of the oscillator, which corresponds to
an energy relaxation time TO = 54 µs. At Φ = 0.23Φ0

and 0.31Φ0 the transmon frequency νge anti-crosses νR
and νO, yielding the double peaks of panels b-top and
b-bottom, separated by twice the coupling frequencies
gR = 149 MHz and gO = 7.45 MHz. The setup for
pulsed spectroscopy is then used to excite the transmon-
oscillator system with one or several pulses, and then
detect this excitation from a change of the transmission
S21(νR) of the readout mode (see pulses in Fig. 2c ). Fig-
ure 3c shows how the readout line is dispersively shifted
when the transmon is left in |g〉, partly excited in |e〉
with a single pulse at νge, or partly excited in |f〉 with
the same first pulse and a second one at νef . The dif-
ferent readout lines g,e and f do not overlap so that at
the top of any peak, a change of the qubit state induces
a complete suppression of the transmission. The νef (Φ)
dependence (green line in panel a) is thus obtained by
finding first νge (Φ) and then scanning for each Φ a sec-
ond tone around νef and measuring S21(νR,e) at the top
of the e readout peak.

The ’ef-resonant’ condition that we target occurs at
Φef−r = 0.291Φ0 (vertical cyan line in panel a), when
the ef transition crosses νO, leading to the hybridization
discussed in section I and to the splitting of the ef peak
into two symmetric peaks νe0→±1 (shown in magenta in
panel b-middle). The dataset of panel b yields the effec-
tive anharmonicity α = −261 MHz (’effective’ means here
in presence of the additional readout mode that shifts dis-
persively the transmon levels). From now on, the system
is further characterized at Φef−r with S21(νR,g) being
measured at the top of the g readout peak (see panel
c). At this point, we obtain the qubit relaxation time
T1 = 1.9µs and coherence time T ∗2 = 2.4µs. The photon
resolved transition frequencies ν±n are then found by fill-
ing mode Õ with a coherent state |β〉 =

∑√
pβ (n) |n〉

using a first resonant excitation pulse at νÕ and scanning
the frequency of a second pulse about νge. Panel d shows
the peaks at frequencies νn for n = −1, 0, 1, ..., 16, result-
ing from three different values of β; the peak amplitudes
for each β approximately reproduce the Poisson distribu-
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Figure 3. Spectroscopic characterization of the system. (a) Measured transition frequencies as a function of the magnetic flux
φ applied through the transmon SQUID. Blue and purple horizontal dashed lines correspond to the readout and oscillator
frequencies νR and νO, red dots to the hybridization of νge and νR, and the green line to νef . The ’ef-resonant’ condition is
obtained at νO = νef . (b) Spectra determining the qubit-resonator coupling frequencies gR,O, as well as the qubit anharmonicity
α. Top: spectra around νR with νge either far away (blue peak) or anti-crossing νR (two red peaks). Bottom: spectra around
νO with νge either far away (purple peak) or anti-crossing νO (two violet peaks). Middle: spectrum at the ’ef-resonant’ working
point showing the ge (red) and

∣∣∣ẽ0〉→ |±1〉 (magenta) transitions. (c) Readout resonance when the qubit is left in |g〉 or excited
in |e〉 or |f〉. Note that the residual thermal population of level e is well below 1%. The dashed line indicates the frequency at
which the readout mode transmission S21 is measured in panel (d). (d) Qubit spectra measured at the ’ef-resonant’ point for
three different fillings of Õ (β ' 0.54, 4.5 and 10 - last two horizontally shifted for clarity), showing transitions |g̃n〉 ↔ |±n〉
(noted ±n) from −n = −1 to n = 17. (e) Transition frequencies ν±n deduced (orange dots) from spectroscopy (d), calculated
in section I (+ and - symbols), and numerically computed by diagonalization of the system Hamiltonian (open circles). Lines
correspond to the parabolic approximation ν±n ' νge ±

√
2ngO.

tions pβ (n) expected for coherent states. As opposed to
the dispersive case and as expected, the peaks get nearer
to each other with increasing n: in panel e their frequen-
cies (orange dots) are compared to the analytical expres-
sion of section I (calculated with three transmon levels)
and to the ν±n values resulting from the numerical diago-
nalization of an effective oscillator-transmon Hamiltonian
also including the fourth transmon level h (the numerical
diagonalization with only three levels coincide with ana-
lytical results). A good agreement is found between the
experiment and the effective four-level transmon model
using the measured values of νO, νge(Φef−r), α and gO,
as well as the shifted energy h (3νge − 848 MHz) of eigen-
state |h〉 calculated from νR(Φef−r) and gR.

B. Oscillator field characterization by selective π
pulses on +n transitions

Having characterized the system energy diagram, we
now address individually the photon number resolved
transitions +n to fully characterize the field and probe
the harmonic character of oscillator Õ: as an example,
we fill Õ with coherent states |β〉 and retrieve them by
standard quantum state tomography. This tomography
involves the measurement of the occupation probabilities
p(n) of several Fock states |n〉. As done in [14] for the
dispersive case, the Fock state population p(n) is sim-
ply transferred to a qubit excited state, which is then
read out. In our ’ef-resonant’ scheme this transfer be-
tween |g̃n〉 and |+n〉 consists in applying a π pulse on the
+n transition. These π pulses at frequencies ν+n have a
Gaussian shape with 140 ns-long standard deviation, and
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Figure 4. Generation and measurement of coherent states |β〉
in the oscillator mode: a state is obtained from a 0.3µs long
rectangular pulse with frequency νÕ and amplitude A (ex-
pressed here in Volt on the AWG of fig. 2d); a π pulse on one
of the +n transition then excites conditionally the transmon
and the variation ∆S21(νR, A, n) of the cavity transmission
is measured. (a) Occupation probability p(n) of Fock state
|n〉 for n ∈ [0, 10] and for increasing A. p(n) is obtained by
dividing ∆S21(νR, A, n) by a calibration factor cn resulting
from a fit of the coherent model β(A) = kA to the whole
dataset: the fitted coefficients{c0, ..., c10} = {0.764, 0.835,
0.847, 0.846, 0.833, 0.854, 0.846, 0.834, 0.847, 0.832, 0.841}
differ by less than 3%, except for c0 that corresponds to a tran-
sition between transmon states not hybridized with mode O.
(b) p(n) cuts (also shown in a) at A = 0 (blue), 0.45 (green),
0.8 (magenta) and 1.3V (red) showing both measured data
(dots with ±2σ error bars) and expected Poisson distributions
(lines). Residual errors between data and fit are homoge-
neously distributed all over the dataset (not shown) and Gaus-
sianly distributed with a standard deviation σ = 0.6% and a
shift of 0.1% (left inset). Right inset is the reconstruction of
the Wigner function of a targeted state

∣∣β = −
√

5 + i
√

2
〉
by

tomography and maximum likelihood analysis (see text).

are calibrated in amplitude for n ∈ [0, 10].
Because of many possible imperfections in the transfer

or readout process of p (n), such as different relaxation

times of |+n〉 for different n during drive and/or readout,
the p (n) measurement method is carefully calibrated as
described now: A series of rectangular pulses with fixed
frequency νÕ, fixed 0.3 µs long duration, and increas-
ing amplitudes A are used to generate a priory coherent
states |β〉 in Õ; immediately after, a π pulse is applied
on one of the +n transition, and the relative decrease
s(n,A) = 4S21(νR,g) of the readout mode transmission
is measured with a final pulse; this signal, averaged over
40000 sequences (separated by ∼ 6TO to let the field re-
lax to its ground state) is measured for n ∈ [0, 10] and for
26 values of A. Then a model assuming that the coherent
amplitude β = kA is proportional to the input amplitude
A and that the raw signal s(n,A) reproduces the Poisson
distribution pβ (n) of coherent states |β〉 up to calibra-
tion coefficients cn that depend only on n, is fitted to
the whole data set. The fit s(n,A) = cnpkA (n), shown
in Fig. 4, yields the eleven parameters {c0, ..., c10} as
well as the filling rate k = 2.29 V−1. The residual error
of the fit is homogeneously and Gaussianly distributed
with a standard deviation of only 0.6%, which confirms
the validity of the model.

The calibration coefficients cn being known, the occu-
pation probabilities pρ (n) = s(n, ρ)/cn can now be mea-
sured to fully characterize any state ρ of the oscillator
field using standard quantum field tomography [23] and
maximum likelihood techniques [24]. As a demonstra-
tion, we target a coherent state

∣∣β = −
√

5 + i
√

2
〉
, pre-

pare it using a coherent rectangular pulse with proper
amplitude and phase, and then measure it. This is
done by recording the Fock state probabilities p(n, γ) for
n ∈ [0, 7] and for 240 different complex displacements
γ of |β〉, and then reconstructing the field density ma-
trix ρ in a Hilbert space truncated to 18 photons, by
maximizing the likelihood of the {p(n, γ)} dataset. The
corresponding Wigner function is shown in the bottom
inset of Fig. 4b. The fidelity Tr

(√√
ρ |β〉 〈β|√ρ

)
of the

reconstructed ρ to the targeted state is of order 98% im-
mediately after the calibration (the calibration has to be
done every three days, typically).

C. Non-linearities of the oscillator

We now check experimentally our claim of a very small
Kerr effect for the ’ef-resonant’ scheme. With the gO =
7.45 MHz and α = −261 MHz values determined spectro-
scopically, the Kerr non-linearity calculated for the three
level transmon model of section I is K = −346 Hz per
photon. However, when diagonalizing numerically the
Hamiltonian of the system including the fourth transmon
energy level, the Kerr effect is found to be even smaller,
to depend on n, and to cancel and reverse its sign at
about 20 photons. Such an ultra-small Kerr effect would
yield no sizable phase accumulation of the different Fock
states over the cavity relaxation time TO = 54 µs. This
makes it difficult to measure it dynamically, by recording
either the trajectory of a field state in phase space as in
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Figure 5. Steady state non-linearities of oscillator Õ in the ’ef-resonant’ condition. (a) Transmitted power (in linear units)
measured with the VNA (dots joined by dotted lines) for input powers P1 varying from -135 dBm to -126 dBm by steps of 3dB.
Solid lines are the steady state average photon number < n > in mode Õ simulated numerically (see text) for the same P1

values according to calibration, and for P1 = −149.6 dBm (< n >= 1) at resonance. The non-linearity in frequency calculated
with four transmon levels (magenta line) is smaller than -346Hz/photon Kerr constant (dark blue line). A large non-linearity
in power is however observed (see text). b) Calibration of P1 versus < n >. Red: variation of the transmitted readout
amplitude |P2 (ν)| when keeping mode Õ in its ground state and detuning the qubit excitation frequency ν of a π pulse away
from the +0 transition at νge (dashed vertical line). Blue: Same readout amplitude after the resonant qubit π pulse when
filling Õ by a continuous tone with frequency νÕ and variable input power P1. The average photon number < n > reaches 1 at
P1 = −149.6 dBm (blue dashed lines - see text). (c) Simulated photon number distributions p∞(n) at the top of each simulated
resonance of panel (a). The blue curve for < n >= 1 has been multiplied by 0.25 for clarity.

[14, 18], or the power dependence of the resonance line
shape at short time as in the supplementary information
of [14]. Consequently, we simply measure the steady-
state transmitted power P2(ν) of mode Õ as a function
of the excitation frequency ν at several input powers P1,
using the VNA with a narrow enough measuring band-
width of 1 kHz. The corresponding curves are shown in
Fig. 5a (dots) in arbitrary units of the output power P2

(left scale).

Analyzing quantitatively the dataset requires a precise
knowledge of the average photon number < n > in the
resonator as a function of ν and P1. In this aim, we
perform the following additional in-situ calibration and
data analysis. We first use the transmon to determine
experimentally the input power P1,1 = −149.6 dBm that
populates the cavity with < n >= 1, which corresponds
to pβ=1(n = 0) = 0.365 (see Fig. 5b) assuming a co-
herent steady state ρ1 = |β = 1〉 〈β = 1|. Then quantum
simulations of the oscillator O coupled to the effective 4
level transmon are performed using the QuTiP Python
toolbox [25], the already mentioned measured parame-
ters, and the calibrated P1. Solid lines in Fig. 5a show

the resonance lines < n > (ν) obtained with the steady
state solver of QuTiP. By scaling vertically the experi-
mental curves so that simulation and experiment match
for P1 = −135 dBm, we obtain a fair agreement for all
curves, leading to the following results: First the reso-
nance lines display indeed a very small Kerr effect, with
a shift towards lower frequency with increasing P1 sig-
nificantly smaller than K (oblique dark blue line), and
changing sign between < n >= 15 and 25, in good agree-
ment with the calculated shift (magenta line).

A second and unanticipated effect is that although the
non-linearity in frequency is small, a large non-linearity
in input power is observed, with P2 and < n > increasing
by a factor of only 3 when P1 is increased by a factor 8
(see extreme curves in Fig. 5a). Simulating the time evo-
lution of the system initialized in its ground state and
driven coherently at νÕ reveals the cause of this non-
linearity in P1: the small hybridization of the oscillator
with the transmon (see Eq. 3) that has finite coherence
times (T1, T

∗
2 ), progressively induces Fock state dephas-

ing. The increasing field perfectly coherent at the begin-
ning of the dynamics slowly becomes incoherent when ap-
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proaching the steady state,which reduces its amplitude.
This is illustrated in Fig. 5c by the photon number distri-
butions pP1,t=∞ (n) obtained from the steady state solver
at the top of each resonance curve of panel a: although
pP1,t=∞ (n) corresponds almost exactly to the Poisson
distribution for ρ1 (which validates the calibration of P1

in the previous section), the other distributions for larger
< n > are less and less Poissonian. Large coherent states
can nevertheless be obtained at times shorter than a few
tens of T ∗2 , as observed in the previous section for a du-
ration of the coherent drive t ' T ∗2 /8. Note that the
transmon-induced cavity non-linearity in power observed
and simulated here also exists in the dispersive regime,
and is an effect that would deserve a theoretical evalua-
tion.

IV. CONCLUSION

We have described a way to manipulate the quantum
state of a harmonic oscillator by coupling it to an anhar-
monic multilevel system (MLS), without paying the price
of a large Kerr non-linearity of the oscillator inherited
from the MLS. We have demonstrated our ’ef-resonant’
scheme using a 3D circuit-QED setup, in a new geome-

try involving a tunable transmon qubit partially inserted
inside a single multimode superconducting cavity. Fock
state manipulation was demonstrated by quantum state
tomography of a coherent field in the cavity. The non-
linearity was measured to be very small, provided the to-
tal field manipulation time is not much longer than the
qubit coherence time. Our setup and coupling scheme
provide a new platform for manipulating at will meso-
scopic quantum fields inside a harmonic resonator, and
producing non-classical states in various ways. In par-
ticular, the ef-resonant scheme would reduce the Kerr
non-linearity of the promising platform proposed and de-
veloped [8, 26, 27] for encoding quantum information in
Schrödinger cat states of the cavity field. We plan to use
this scheme for demonstrating the quantum Zeno dynam-
ics of the cavity field as proposed in [28].
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